


Our story
We’ve got your safety covered.

For absolute protection and

performance, you need the

very best equipment you can

rely on to ensure your safety

is taken care of. By combining

our innovative ergonomic

designs with ground-breaking

performance materials we aim

to provide you with the winning

formula. Our leisure brochure

offers a complete product range

for those essential items of

safety equipment allowing you

to enjoy the pleasures of being

out on the water.
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WHY CHOOSE
CREWSAVER?
Crewsaver is recognised as a world 

leading designer and manufacturer of 

lifejackets and sailing equipment.

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Expert Design
Crewsaver’s expert designers 

work closely with the most 

experienced lifeboat crews, as 

well as elite round-the-world 

racers used to pushing their 

limits within the extreme wind 

and wave conditions of the 

Southern Ocean.

With their unique insight we are 

able, step by step, to refine every 

aspect of our lifejackets’ design 

and construction.

We feed these innovations directly 

into each of our lifejacket ranges, 

whether for commercial or leisure 

use, ensuring that whatever your 

reason for being afloat, your safety 

is never compromised.

Materials and Fabrics
Whether you seek comfort, functionality, approval, 

reliability, longevity or strength, we have a 

Crewsaver lifejacket to suit you.

Our design team carefully chooses the best and most 

appropriate materials for each product, ensuring the 

ultimate in comfort and longevity for the individual 

environment. We then combine our in depth know-how 

with the latest technology to construct quality products 

which offer you the best possible performance.

Firing Mechanisms
Crewsaver works tirelessly with the world’s leading 

firing mechanism manufacturers to ensure that all 

the units we use offer the best possible performance 

within each individual lifejacket design.

In addition, we are proud to have introduced the Prosensor 

Mk3 operating head into our ErgoFit lifejackets as the 

culmination of a project with one of our valued suppliers.

With an improved mechanism, the head operates in less 

than a second of coming into contact with water. Just 

as importantly, it also includes a new anti-tamper locking 

system. We have combined the Prosensor Mk3 with the 

MK5i capsule, which incorporates a new sealing method 

to help prevent inadvertent firings.

Bladder Technology
Our design philosophy begins with approval 

standards. To this we add the Crewsaver difference 

brought about by our complete understanding of 

both daily life and emergency survival in extreme 

marine environments.

All of our products are designed, tried and tested with real life 

situations in mind, allowing you to rely on them completely.

For example, all of our lifejacket bladders are designed 

ergonomically for every day use but without compromise 

for your survival in the very worst scenarios. In normal 

conditions, the 3D sculptured shaping gives you maximum 

comfort and our sculpted sides allow you to move freely and 

without hindrance. However should an emergency arise and 

you find yourself in the water, you’ll find our unique designs 

inflate quickly and reliably. They have buoyancy distribution 

to keep your mouth well above the water, known as mouth 

freeboard, and top of the range turning properties to safely 

float you on your back. Our inflatable chin support will also 

help to keep your airways clear.
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WHICH 
LIFEJACKET?

290N Inflatable

These are the highest 

performance lifejackets available 

from Crewsaver and are designed 

for offshore and ocean sailing.

Their high buoyancy offers 

maximum protection when sailing 

in severe weather conditions and 

are also the lifejacket of choice 

when wearing heavy waterproof 

or foul weather clothing.

275N Inflatable

These jackets are suitable for 

offshore or extreme heavy 

weather they come with minimum 

of 275N of buoyancy. They will 

help ensure you turn over onto 

your back even if you are wearing 

multiple layers of clothing that 

trap air. Suitable for inshore, 

offshore or costal use.

165N-150N Inflatable

These lifejackets are ideal for 

everyday use and for cruising, 

coastal and offshore sailing in 

clear weather conditions. This 

category includes the range of 

Crewfit 165N - 150N  inflatable 

lifejackets, adult and junior 

sizes. The junior Crewfit model 

is suitable for younger crew 

members, aged from around 5–6 

to 12 years old.

190N Inflatable

Approved to 150N standards, 

these Crewsaver lifejackets 

provide more support than 

the standard 150N models, 

whilst maintaining minimal bulk. 

Suitable for: inshore, coastal and 

offshore use.

150N Air Foam

These jackets come in either a 

foam only option offering 150N 

of inherent, permanent buoyancy 

or 150N air foam option offering 

100N inherent permanent 

buoyancy with the option to 

inflate to 150N if required.

100N Foam

These products are great for 

sheltered and coastal waters and 

can be seen on the river bank, 

canal side, beach or marina. The 

100N foam lifejacket has inherent 

buoyancy provided by integral 

foam, giving instant reassurance 

and security.

Buoyancy Rating

Whatever your circumstances, 

be sure to choose your lifejacket 

carefully. Whether you are selecting 

for yourself, your family, your 

crew or your work colleagues, 

you should consider worst-case 

scenarios and the type of lifejacket 

everyone should be wearing for 

their ultimate safety overboard in 

that environment.

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Harness optionsInflation options

The Hammar Inflator gives excellent protection from 

random activation caused by moisture, rain or wave 

splash. This is achieved by protecting the water sensitive 

element with a hydrostatic valve, which operates when 

submerged in over 10cm of water and, depending upon 

the lifejacket style, held there for between 2 to 3 seconds.

•  Hammar works on water pressure, only operating when 

submerged in 10cm of salt or fresh water

• No accidental inflation, even in extreme conditions

• Cylinder is mounted on the inside of the lifejacket 

inflation chamber

This inflation option is available on most Crewsaver 

Inflatable lifejackets. Inflation occurs automatically when 

the capsule is immersed.

• Capsule fires within 5 seconds of entry into water

• Mechanism pierces cylinder, inflating lifejacket

• Can also be inflated as manual version or orally

Our manual lifejackets will only inflate when you pull 

the manual pull cord, this option allows the wearer to 

swim without the lifejacket being activated automatically. 

This can be useful if you expect to launch or tend a craft 

in calm waters.

• Pull lanyard

• CO2 cylinder is fired

• Lifejacket inflates

• Delivers full buoyancy in approximately 5 seconds

• Can also be inflated orally

Harness
In addition to best practice 

of wearing a lifejacket at 

all times, the wearing of 

a deck safety harness 

while on a sailing yacht is 

mandatory at night under 

RORC (Royal Ocean Racing 

Club) regulations and 

highly recommended by all 

safety at sea organisations 

whenever there is rough 

weather.

Non harness
The non–harness version is 

recommended for situations 

where being attached to the 

boat is more dangerous than 

floating free in the water. 

Powerboats, speed boats 

and RIBS (Rigid Inflatable 

Boats) are all examples where 

being towed alongside at high 

speed would be dangerous. 

The fitting of a safety light on 

non–harness lifejackets is highly 

recommended. Non–harness 

lifejackets are lighter in weight 

and do not have metal fittings or 

a safety line attachment point. 

Hammar Automatic

The Pro-Sensor inflation system provides the user one 

point of status indication, to confirm that the unit has 

been automatically or manually activated. The unit also 

provides the added benefit of detecting if the CO2 

cylinder has been pierced, eradicating the possibility of 

accidentally fitting an empty gas cylinder.

Manual

Standard AutomaticPro-sensor

http://www.crewsaver.com


• Rigorous testing and retesting to exceed all 

safety standards

• Ergonomic 3D design for freedom of movement

• Super fast turn speed

• Twin lifting points to aid recovery

• Market leading inflation chamber keeps 

airway clear

• Range of inflation options

• ISO 12402-2 approved (290N)

• ISO 12402-3 approved (190N)
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THE ULTIMATE 
LIFEJACKET 
COLLECTION

Redefining safety, 
comfort and style

From the professional ocean 

racer to the recreational boater, 

the high performance ErgoFit 

lifejacket is a ‘must-have’ for 

anyone who takes safety on 

the water seriously.

http://www.crewsaver.com


Example shown: ErgoFit Ocean 290oc

Supplied with 

an approved 

lifejacket whistle

3D shaping creates 

ultimate wearer 

comfort and full 

unobstructed 

movement

Twin adjusters 

for fast donning

Flexible durable 

300d fabric ensures 

super comfortable 

custom fit

Dual lifting beckets, 

visible when inflated

Form fitting 

neckline allows 

greater head 

mobility

YKK QBZ 

(Quick Burst Zip) 

Zip closure 

system fitted

Sculpted and 

breathable mesh 

back panel

Indicator window 

shows status of firing 

mechanism

Dual crotch straps

Pocket for ErgoFit 

Safety Knife

SUB TWO-SECOND 
TURN SPEED

1

AVERAGE OF 40% 
MORE FREEBOARD

2

EASY ACCESS TWIN 
LIFTING BECKETS

3

Crewsaver leisure range   www.crewsaver.com   +44 (0) 1329 820 000 9
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SURVIVE 

Turn speed is less than 

2 seconds, the ErgoFit 

will double your survival 

chances even when 

wearing multiple layers of 

Ocean clothing.

BE FOUND 

Integrated with a PLB or 

AIS system. Coupled with 

a SOLAS approved light 

(190cs optional) whistle 

and reflective tape ensures 

you are located quickly.

GET RECOVERED 

It is critical to get you 

out of the water as soon 

as possible, accessible 

twin lifting points are 

incorporated on the front 

of the ErgoFit for ease of 

recovery.

Survive, be found 
and get recovered

It is what’s inside 
the ErgoFit that will 
save your life.

http://www.crewsaver.com


BS EN ISO 12402-2
60g

Spray Hood

Included in all 

ErgoFit lifejackets 

with easy pull 

over tabs and 

piping to help keep 

the water off of 

your face.

Firing Mechanism

Pro-Sensor 

Automatic, 

Hammar or Manual 

firing systems are 

available complete 

with indicator.

Unique  

Chin Support

Tilts your head 

back to help keep 

your airways clear.

Dual lifting 

beckets

Designed to aid 

speedy recovery 

should you fall into 

the water.

AIS MOB Device

Compatible with 

the S20 Smartfind, 

AIS MOB Device, 

essential for anyone 

going offshore.
Light

CSL light is 

essential if you 

are making a long 

voyage or a night 

passage. 

PLB pocket

For carrying your 

Fast Find 220 

Personal Locator 

Beacon.

Bladder design

A top-of-the-range 

bladder turns you 

onto your back, 

supports your 

head and diverts 

waves from your 

face.
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Extreme 290N
Designed exclusively with Abu Dhabi 

Ocean Racing, based on the highly 

successful Crewsaver ErgoFit lifejacket 

collection, the ErgoFit Extreme maintains 

all of the high specification safety features 

of the ErgoFit 290N while providing 

essential performance attributes for the 

serious ocean racer.

• Dual buckle system, and side waist adjusters

• Robust 500D nylon heavy duty cover, chosen

• A unique hanging loop built into the jacket

• 3D Shape providing the ultimate in comfort and 

performance

• AIS Compatible, automatic activation on inflation 

It’s what’s inside that counts

http://www.crewsaver.com


BS EN ISO 12402-3BS EN ISO 12402-3BS EN ISO 12402-2
60g 38g 38g

ERGOFIT OCEAN 290 OC
Code Description Size

1300-HAMM Hammar Adult

1300-AUTO Automatic Adult

ERGOFIT OFFSHORE 190 OS
Code Description Size

1301-HAMM Hammar Adult

1301-AUTO Automatic Adult

ERGOFIT COASTAL 190 CS
Code Description Size

1302-HAMMLH Hammar L&H Adult

1302-AUTO Automatic Adult

1302-AUTOLH Automatic L&H  Adult

1302-MANL Manual gas L Adult

*cylinder onlyL = Light    H = Hood

Rearm kit

11307

11037

Rearm kit

11306

10007

Rearm kit

11306

10007

10007

10034*
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Ocean 290N OC

The ErgoFit 290N OC itself is a 3D-moulded 

lifejacket designed for those working in 

extreme marine environments or for 

serious ocean sailors facing the full fury 

of the elements.

• Market-leading inflation chamber to turn you face up fast 

even when wearing full foul weather ocean kit

• Designed to keep your airway well clear of the water 

whatever the conditions

• Innovative 3D shaping provides unrivalled fit

Offshore 190N OS

The ErgoFit 190N OS itself is a 3D-moulded 

lifejacket designed to provide those braving 

the elements offshore with the extra security 

needed in all conditions away from sight 

of land.

• Market-leading inflation chamber to turn you face up fast

• Three-layer cover construction for extreme durability

• Innovative 3D shaping provides an unrivalled fit

Coastal 190N CS

The ErgoFit 190N CS itself is a 

3D-moulded lifejacket designed to excel 

for all coastal water users. With its 

intelligent cut-away profile, it allows you 

total mobility.

• Market-leading inflation chamber

• Easy to don with front zip and buckle

• Adjustable fast-fix rear buckles for exceptional fit and ease 

of movement

http://www.crewsaver.com
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ErgoFit  
Automatic 
Rearming Kits
Rearming kits for automatic 

ErgoFit lifejackets. 

ErgoFit  
Hammar 
Rearming  
Kits
Rearming kits for Hammar 

ErgoFit lifejackets.

ErgoFit Manual  
CO2 Cylinder
Replacement cylinders for 

manual ErgoFit lifejackets. 

*Only guaranteed if factory fitted. 

• Automatic activation when factory fitted 

onto any ErgoFit lifejacket

• Flashing LED indicator light makes you 

easier to spot at night

• 24 hours continuous transmission

• 7 year battery storage life

Code Description Size

1300-AUTOS20 290N OC Automatic Adult

1302-AUTOLHS20 190N CS Automatic Adult

1301-AUTOS20 190N OS Automatic Adult

Code Description Size

10007 ErgoFit 190N Automatic Rearm Kit 38g 

11037 ErgoFit 290N Automatic Rearm Kit 60g 

Code Description Size

11306 ErgoFit 190N Hammar Rearm Kit 38g 

11307 ErgoFit 290N Hammar Rearm Kit 60g 

Code Description Size

11304 ErgoFit 190N Manual Cylinder 38g 1302-HAMMLHS20 190N CS Hammar Adult

ErgoFit with S20
The addition of the Smartfind S20 Person AIS Beacon 

turns your ErgoFit lifejacket into your personal AIS search 

and rescue locating device.

1310-SK

ErgoFit Safety Knife
The ErgoFit Safety Knife is designed to be safe to carry 

with you at all times on the water, but highly effective 

should you need to cut through ropes in an emergency.

11084

S20 Smartfind
Designed to be fitted to a lifejacket the S20 Smartfind 

is ready to be activated in the event of a man 

overboard situation.

ErgoFit Accessories

Rearm kit

11037

10007

10007

11306

• Automatic activation of inflation of the lifejacket*

• Flashing LED indicator light to make you easier to spot at night

• 24 hours continuous transmission

• 7 year battery storage life

• Compatible with 190N & 290N options

http://www.crewsaver.com
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CREWFIT 
QUALITY, 
PERFORMANCE 
AND VALUE
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Crewfit Lifejacket Range

Representing the best in British quality, performance 

and value the Crewfit lifejackets offer:

•  Expert Design - Crewfit lifejackets are lightweight, 

comfortable and unobtrusive. A lifejacket you will not 

only have to wear but want to wear.

•  Style - Varying colour options ensure you will find an 

option to suit.

•  Safety - Designed to far exceed the requirements of 

EU legislation. 

•  Reassurance - Only the best quality materials and 

parts are used in its construction. 

•  Confidence - The Crewfit lifejackets are relied upon 

by professionals around the world

Safety

•  A strong lifting becket enables speedy recovery

•  Non-clog whistle, for attracting attention

•  All lifejackets are approved to European Standards

•  High frequency welded and double inflation tested 

inflation chamber

•  Inflation chamber constructed from high-visibility 

polyurethane with industrial grade SOLAS Approved 

reflective tape for additional visibility  

•  Factory fitted crotch straps stop the jacket riding up in 

the water and by doing this the wearer is lifted higher 

and has more mobility.

The Crewfit lifejacket was designed 

30 years ago and remains as popular 

today as it did then. It is without 

a doubt the most long standing, 

successful lifejacket on the market 

today.

Crewfit 165N
Latest developments from Crewsaver’s continual 

programme of research and development brings you the 

most advanced Crewfit design available today, ensuring 

you are kept as safe as possible should the unexpected 

occur.

• Unique bladder design that reduces wave impact 

on the face 

• Improved mouth free board (distance from your 

mouth to the water) 

• Unique chin support helping to keep your airways clear 

• Soft loop for attaching safety line

Crewsaver Crewfit lifejackets do not currently have USCG Type Approval

Rearm kit

11036

http://www.crewsaver.com


33g

HammarStandard automatic Manual

1060–BADH1060–BADA 1060–BADM

1060–RADH

1060–BLKH

1060–RADA 1060–RADM
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Crewfit 150N 
Crewsaver’s Crewfit lifejacket represents the best in 

British quality, performance and value. A single-chamber 

150N lifejacket, it is compact and comfortable making it 

ideal for everyday use.

• Choice of preferred firing mechanism and additional 

safety options

• Integral deck safety harness approved to EN1095 featuring 

a heavy-duty harness belt, stainless steel D-ring and buckle

• Factory fitted crotch straps with a three year guarantee

HammarStandard automatic Manual

1291–BHAMM1291–BAUTO 1291–BMAN

1291–RHAMM1291–RAUTO 1291–RMAN

Crewfit 290N
With a high performance 290N inflation chamber and 

lightweight, hard-wearing cover, the Crewfit 290N is built 

to suit offshore conditions in combination with heavy-duty 

foul weather gear.

• Factory fitted crotch straps with a three year guarantee

• Quick Burst Zip (QBZ) cover system

• Twin quick adjust buckles

HammarStandard automatic Manual

1061–BHAMM1061–BAUTO 1061–BMAN

1061–HAMM1061–AUTO 1061–MAN

Crewfit 275N
Designed for offshore use in severe conditions, the 

Crewfit 275N is tailored for use with heavy waterproof 

clothing yet is still comfortable and practical in more 

benign conditions.

• Factory fitted crotch straps with a three year guarantee

• Tough outer fabric to protect the inflatable bladder

• Harness version includes a heavy duty harness belt with 

stainless steel D-ring and buckle

60g 60g

Non-harness options are available - see table on page 17 Non-harness options are available - see table on page 17 Non-harness options are available - see table on page 17

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Codes shown are for Harness options. Non-harness options are available - see table on page 17.

Non 

Harness

Harness

1058–BJUN

1058–JUN

1060–BJUN

1060–JUN

Crewfit 150N Junior
The Crewsaver Crewfit lifejacket representing the best 

in British quality, performance and value. This single 

chamber 150N lifejacket is a compact and comfortable 

everyday use lifejacket, suitable for swimmers and non-

swimmers, for both inshore and offshore waters.

• Fitted crotch straps 

• Easily re-packable 

• Heavy duty harness belt with stainless steel ‘D’ ring and 

buckle (harness version) 

• Durable, long lasting outer cover

23g

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Crewfit lifejacket code chart

Part no Product Description CoColour Size Rearming kit

1291-RMAN Crewfit 290N Manual RRedee AAAAduAA lt 10470

1291-RAUTO Crewfit 290N Auto RedRRR AduAd lt 11037

1291-RHAMM Crewfit 290N Hammar RRedRR AdAduAduAduAdudud lttltltl 11030

1291-BMAN Crewfit 290N Manual BBluBll e Adudultlt 10470 

1291-BAUTO Crewfit 290N Auto BluBB e AdAduAdAdAdAAd lt 11037 

1291-BHAMM Crewfit 290N Hammar BluBB e AduAduAduAduAduAduAdd lt ttt lttt 110110101010030333

CREWFIT 290N C/W HARNESS 

1290-RMAN Crewfit 290N Manual RedRR Adult 104047070707070

1290-RAUTO Crewfit 290N Auto Red Adult 11010337

1290-RHAMM Crewfit 290N Hammar Red AduAdultltlt 11011011111 3030

1290-BMAN Crewfit 290N Manual BBlue AduAduAduAduAdultlt lt lt t 10410470

1290-BAUTO Crewfit 290N Auto Blue AduAduAduAduuudultltltltltt 11003737

1290-BHAMM Crewfit 290N Hammar Blue AduA lt 11011011011 3303033

CREWFIT 290N

1061-MAN Crewfit 275N Manual RedR AdAdAduAd lt 104040447077

1061-BAUTO Crewfit 275N Auto Blue AduAduAdud ltltltt 1101101101 373373

1061-HAMM Crewfit 275N Hammar Red Aduult 110110101 1111

1061-AUTO Crewfit 275N Auto Red AduAduAduduA ltltltlt 110003733

1061-BHAMM Crewfit 275N Hammar BluBlueeeee AduAdultltt 1101101101 1111111

1061-RPLUS Crewfit 275N Hammar, lighght &t & HoHHoH od ReRed AduAAduAduAduAduAduAdultltltll 11011011111

CREWFIT 275N C/W HARNESS 

1059-MAN Crewfitfit 275N Manual RedR Adud ltlt 1041047070

1059-AUTO Crewfit 275N Auto Red Adultt 1101103737

1051059-B9-BHAMHAMMM CreCrewfitwfit 27275N5N Hammar Blue Adult 110111111

1059-RPLUS Crewfitfi  275N Hammar, light && hohhoodod Red Adult 11001111

1059-BMAN Crewfit 275N Manual Blue Adult 10470

1059-BAUTO Crewfit 275N AutAutoo Blue Adult 1100373777

1059-HAMM Crewfitwfi  275N Hammar Red Adult 110111111

1051059-B9-BPLPLUS CreCr wfitfi  275N Hammar, light t && hohoh odod Blue Adult 11100011

CREWFIT 275N 

1060-RADM Crewfit 150N Manual Red Adult 10014

1060-RADA Crewfit 150N Automatic Red Adult 11036

1060-JUN Crewfit 150N Automatic Red Junior 11035

1060-BADM Crewfit 150N Manual Blue Adult 10014

1060-BADA Crewfit 150N Automatic Blue Adult 11036

1060-BJUN Crewfit 150N Automatic Blue Junior 11035

CREWFIT 150N C/W HARNESS 

Part no Product Description Colour Size Rearming kit

1060-RADH Crewfit 150N Hammar Red Adult 11010

1060-BLKH Crewfit 150N Hammar Black Adult 11010

1060-BPLUS Crewfit 150N Plus Hammar, light & hood Blue Junior 11010

1060-BADH Crewfit 150N Hammar Blue Adult 11010

1060-PLUS Crewfit 150N Plus Hammar, light & hood Red Adult 11010

101058-RADM Crewfit 150N Manual Red Adult 10014

10510505050558-R8-R8-R8-8-88 AADA Crewfit 150N Automatic Red Adult 11036

10510510588-J8-JUNUN Crewfit 150N Automatic Red Junior 11035

1058-8-BADM Crewfit 150N Manual Blue Adult 10014

10101050510 8-B8-BADADADA Crewfit 150N Automatic Blue Adult 11036

1051051050 8-B8-B8-BJUNJUN Crewfit 1550N0N AutAutomaomatitic Blue Junior 11035

CREWFIT 150N

1051051058-R8-R88 ADHADHAD Crewfit 150N Hammar Red Adult 11010

105058-B8-BLKHLK Crewfit 150N Hammar Black Adult 1101010

10510 8-B8-BADHDH Crewfit 150N Hammar Blue Adult 11010

  Crewfit 165N Manual Red Adult 11014

 CREWFIT 165N

  Crewfit 165N Automatic Red Adult 11036

  Crewfit 165N Hammar Red Adult 11010

http://www.crewsaver.com
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CWX
The CWX 150N Lifejackets 

from Crewsaver provide a 

highly specified product 

at an economical price. 

Aimed at all aspects of 

surface watersport.

Crewsaver leisure range  www.crewsaver.com  +44 (0) 1329 820 000
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CWX 150N
The CWX 150N is an excellent all-rounder across all 

inshore watersports, and is a particular favourite amongst 

yachtsmen and powerboaters.

• Tough, lightweight cover protects the inflation chamber

• Highly visible when inflated to aid rescue

• Adjustable waist with high quality buckle to ensure a 

snug, comfortable fit

*Non harness

Hammar

1096–HAMH

CWX Voyager2 150N
The EN ISO 12402-3 approved CWX 150N Voyager 

2 Lifejacket provides a highly specified product at an 

economical price. A heavy duty, wipe clean cover make it 

an ideal choice for anyone looking for a jacket for use in 

mucky conditions.

• High frequency welded and high visibility inflation chamber

• Adjustable waist with high strength Acetal resin buckle

• Wipe clean

33g

33gCode Description

1094–AUTO Automatic

1093–AUTO* Automatic

1094–MAN Manual

1093–MAN* Manual

http://www.crewsaver.com
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LIFEJACKET
ACCESSORIES
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Manual Rearming Kits
Manual rearming kits are cylinder only and are available in 

and for the following:

• 33g Manual Cylinder - 

For Crewsaver 150N Lifejackets

• 38g Manual Cylinder - 

For Crewsaver 190N Lifejackets

• 60g Manual Cylinder - 

For Crewsaver 275N & 290N 

Lifejackets

Code Description Code Description

10007 38g 11011 60g 275N

11035 23g 12015 33g CWX

11036 33g 11010 33g 150N

11037 60g 11030 60g 290N

Code Description Code Description

10475 60g 11308 Auto Capsule

10018 23g 11306 38g

10019 33g 11307 60g

Code Description

10014 33g

10034 38g

10470 60g

Replacement Cylinders
Crewsaver CO2 Cylinders are available in and for the 

following:

• 23g Cylinder - For junior 

Crewfit Lifejackets

• 33g Cylinder - For Crewsaver 

150N Lifejackets

• 38g Cylinder - For Crewsaver  

190N Lifejackets

• 60g Cylinder - For Crewsaver 

275N & 290N Lifejackets

Code Description

10034 38g

10479 23g

10014 33g

10470 60g
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Automatic Rearming 
Kits ‘L’
Rearming packs for automatic lifejackets including 

gas cylinder are available in and for the following:

Automatic Rearming Kits 
‘0-9’ or ‘R’
Rearming packs for automatic lifejackets including gas 

cylinder are available in and for the following:

ErgoFit Hammar 
Rearming Kits
Rearming packs to fit ErgoFit hammar lifejackets.

• 23g Automatic - For junior 

Crewfits

• 33g Automatic - For 

Crewsaver 150N lifejackets

• 38g Automatic - For 

Crewsaver 190N lifejackets

• 60g Automatic - For ErgoFit 

290N lifejackets lifejackets

• 275N & 290N Lifejackets

• 23g - For all junior Crewfits 

serials starting ‘0-9’ or ‘R’ 

• 33g - For all Crewsaver 

150N lifejackets with serials 

starting ‘0-9’ or ‘R’ 

• 60g - For all Crewsaver 

290N lifejackets automatic 

lifejackets 

• MA1 38g hammar - for ErgoFit 190N lifejackets

• MA1 60g Hammar - for ErgoFit 290N lifejackets

• MA1 Auto Capsule - for ErgoFit Head and Handle Only

Hammar Rearming Kits
Rearming packs for hammar lifejackets including gas 

cylinder are available in and for the following:

• 33g - Hammar MA1 

Hammar (CWX)

• 33g - Hammar recharge 

kit for Crewsaver 

150N lifejackets

• 60g - Hammar recharge 

kit for Crewsaver 

275N lifejackets

• 60g - MA1 for Crewfit 290N 

serials starting with ‘W’

http://www.crewsaver.com


10032

10677

Code Description

11012 Hammar Manual

10061 Mk51 Blue

10062 Mk51 Black

11014 Hammar Automatic

Code Description

10040 Red Pouch

10050 Blue Pouch
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Spray Hood
The Spray Hood stores in a pouch on your waist belt to 

keep at hand for when the conditions deteriorate. Designed 

to fit over your head and inflated lifejacket to make you more 

visible and to reduce the amount of spray you inhale.

• Stored in a pouch on 

the waist belt

• Fits over the weares 

head and the inflated 

lifejacket

• Reduces spray being 

inhaled

• Makes the wearer 

more visible

• For Crewfit 

lifejackets

Crotch Straps
Fit to your inflatable lifejacket’s or buoyancy aid’s 

attachment points for a more secure fit and to hold you 

in a safer position in the water. Can be retro fitted to all 

inflatable lifejackets.

Whistle
Keep one on your lifejacket and waterproof jacket so that 

you always have it to hand should you need it. Designed 

not to clog so it works perfectly when you really need it to.

• Detailed instructions 

included to ensure 

correct fitting

• En394 Approved

• Spare or replacement to carry with you at all times

• Non-clog design

Capsules
Crewsaver lifejacket replacement capsules are available in 

and for the following:

• Mk5i Blue Auto Capsule - For automatic 

lifejackets with serial starting ‘0-9’ or ‘R’

• Mk5i Black Auto Capsule - For automatic 

lifejackets with serial starting ‘L’

• Hammar Manual Capsule - Converts 

hammar to manual 

• Hammar Auto Capsule - Auto capsule 

for hammar inflated lifejackets 275N 

& 290N Lifejackets

http://www.crewsaver.com


Self Locking & 
Asymetric Safety Lines
For use with your safety harness, these safety lines are 

available in a standard or elasticated format with a choice 

of two or three self-locking hooks.

• Coloured yellow for visibility

• Available with a standard or 

elasticated line and in 2 or 

3 hook formation

Self Locking Safety Lines
For use with your safety harness, this safety lines are 

available with or without a load indicator.  With load 

indicator option activates when the line is placed under 

an extensive load of 7000-9000 newtons. There is 

additionally a warning label which, when exposed, means 

the safety line should be replaced as soon as possible. 

• Coloured yellow for visibility

• Load indicator and warning label

Code Description

10303 25mm Dia x 190m

10304 50mm Dia x150m

Code Description

Code Description – with Load Indicator

3030-AS2 Asymetric 2 hook

3030-SL2 2 hook 2m

3030-ELA Asymetric 2 hook Elasticated

3030-ELS 2 hook 2m Elasticated

3035-SL1 2 hook 1m

3035-SL3 3 hook 2m

3030-CH1 1 hook 1.5m

3030-SL3 3 hook 2m

3035-SL2 2 hook 2m

3035-ELS 2 hook 2m Elasticated

Code Description – Safety Lines

Code Description – Child Safety Lines

10220
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Flare Pocket
Fits on to your lifejacket’s waist belt to keep a single day 

or night flare to hand for extra safety in poor conditions.

• Flare secured in pocket by Velcro tab

• Flares purchased separately 

Surface Lifejacket Light
This flashing light meets all relevant safety standards to 

keep you visible in the worst of scenarios.

• Approved to IMO SOLAS, 

MED, MCA and RORC 

requirements

• Flashing “all around” light

• Battery powered

• Detailed instructions included

http://www.crewsaver.com
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CHILDREN’S
LIFEJACKETS
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Reinventing 
lifejackets 
for children
Crewsaver have yet again pushed 

the boundaries of re-design by 

making a radical change to baby 

and children’s lifejackets.

A move from 100N to 150N 

buoyancy plus other key safety 

and comfort features sets the 

bench mark in providing the 

ultimate performance when taking 

your loved ones on the water.

http://www.crewsaver.com


Code Description Code Description Code Description

2262-A-JUN Junior 2268-A-JUN Junior 10156-JUN Junior

2260-A-BB Baby 2280-A-BB Baby 10155-BB Baby

2260-A-CH Child 2280-A-CH Child 10155-CH Child

2262-A-LC Large Child 2282-A-LC Large Child 10156-LC Large Child
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Euro 150N 
The Euro 150N lifejacket has everything to keep your child 

safe around water whilst remaining comfortable to wear 

and play in all day. The perky marine design ensures your 

child will find the jacket as fun as you find it reassuring.

• Contour cut foam aids comfort and turns the child onto their 

back quickly in water

• Adjustable crotch straps and waist straps for a secure fit

• Lifting point to aid rescue

Baby Junior Baby BabyJunior Junior

Supersafe 150N
The Supersafe 150N comes sized for babies, children 

and juniors. It is ideal for use in sheltered offshore and 

coastal waters and offers enhanced safety features 

built-in as standard.

• Contour cut foam for comfort and excellent turning speed

• Built-in safety harness

• Adjustable crotch and waist straps

• Lifting Becket and whistle 

Supersafe+Air 150N
The Supersafe Air & Foam is one of the only children’s 

and baby lifejacket available on the market designed 

and suitable for ocean, offshore and coastal use. 

Integral design features significantly advance the 

lifejackets performance and comfort levels.

• Harness with built in D-ring at the back

• Contour cut foam for excellent turning

• Additional manual inflation chamber to increase buoyancy

150 150 150

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Baby

Junior

Spiral 100N
Available in children and adult sizes, this 100N super soft 

foam lifejacket is as comfortable as it is durable. It allows 

a secure fit with a fully adjustable waist belt.

• 100N permanent foam buoyancy, EN 395 approved in 

children’s sizes

• Fully adjustable waist for secure fit

• Super soft foam for comfort and protection

Code Description

2820-JUN Junior

2820-BB Baby

2820-CH Child

2820-LC Large Child

2820-LA Large

2820-SA Small

2820-MA Medium

2820-XLA Extra Large

Code Description

2830-JUN Junior

2830-BB Baby

2830-CH Child

2830-LC Large Child

2830-L Large

2830-S Small

2830-M Medium

2830-XL Extra Large

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Codes shown are for Harness options. Non-harness options are available - see table on page 17.

Standard automatic Standard automatic

Non 

Harness

Harness

1058–BJUN

1058–JUN

1060–BJUN

1060–JUN

Crewfit 150N Junior
The Crewsaver Crewfit lifejacket representing the best 

in British quality, performance and value. This single 

chamber 150N lifejacket is a compact and comfortable 

everyday use lifejacket, suitable for swimmers and non-

swimmers, for both inshore and offshore waters.

• Fitted crotch straps 

• Easily re-packable 

• Heavy duty harness belt with stainless steel ‘D’ ring and 

buckle (harness version) 

• Durable, long lasting outer cover

23g
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FOAM
LIFEJACKETS
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Sizes  S  M  L  XL
Code Description

1010-CH Child

1010-AD Adult 

Code Description Size

1082–AUTO 250N Automatic Adult

1082–AUTOL 250N Automatic with Light Adult

1082–MAN 250N Manual Adult

1082–MANL Manual with Light Adult

Rearm kit

10007

10007

10034

10034
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Evolution 250N
The Evolution 250N is a hybrid, general purpose, 

waistcoat style lifejacket designed for working in an 

environment where frequent water immersion is probable.

• Dual lifting beckets

• 2 layer abrasion resistant, wipe clean, foam lined impact 

protective chamber cover

• Dual front cargo pocket

BSI 150N
BSI lifejackets provide 100N of inherent, permanent 

buoyancy by the closed cell foam construction. 

An additional inflation chamber allows the buoyancy 

to be upgraded to 150N using an oral inflation tube.

2240

Seafloat 100N
The Seafloat 100N is our classic foam personal flotation 

device for adults. It is ideally suited to use in sheltered 

coastal waters.

• Super soft PVC foam

• Durable cover and fittings

• Complete with crotch straps

38g
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Buoyancy 
Aids
Our top of the range, multi-

purpose and user-friendly 

buoyancy aids enable support, 

safety and efficiency for all 

types of surface watersports.  

Crewsaver buoyancy aids 

are available for a variety of 

different activities specifically 

designed to suit the needs of 

what you are doing.

http://www.crewsaver.com


6900

Sizes  J  S/M  M/L   XL  XXL

Phase2 50N
Designed specifically to meet modern dinghy sailors’ 

most stringent requirements, the Phase2 50N is an 

exceptionally comfortable solution. Side zip entry, 3D 

shaped super soft foam, and neoprene side panels 

provide top of the range comfort solutions.

• Neoprene side panels 

• 3D shaped supersoft foam with low profile waist cut out for 

excellent fit 

• Large front pocket with mesh drain point 

• Adjustable waist belt with concealable webbing and buckles 

2393

Sizes  J  M/L  S/M  XL  

Kite 50N
Slim line side zip entry and trapeze harness cut out make 

the Kite 50N buoyancy aid the first choice for dinghy 

racers everywhere. Waist adjuster is easily hidden inside 

the front cover to avoid snagging.

• 3D shaped Supersoft foam panels

• Large front pocket with mesh drain point

• Adjustable side, shoulder straps and waist belt

2348

Sizes  J  M/L  S/M  

Kite 50N Ladies
Slim line side zip entry and trapeze harness cut out 

make the Kite 50N buoyancy aid the first choice for 

dinghy racers everywhere. Waist adjuster is easily 

hidden inside the front cover to avoid snagging. 

• 3D Ladies shaped Supersoft foam panels

• Large front pocket with mesh drain point

• Fully concealed, snug free buckles and webbing

2394
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2312

Sizes  J  S/M  M/L  XL  

2383

Sizes  J  S/M  M/L XL  

2334

Sizes  J  S/M  M/L  XL  XXL  

Chromis 50N
Slim line pull-on entry with trapeze harness cut out ideal 

for racing.  Waist adjuster can be hidden away inside the 

front cover to avoid snagging.

• 3D shaped Supersoft foam panels

• Water resistant zip with hidden pocket

• Fully concealed, snug free buckles and webbing

2335

Not available in JUN

2384
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Max 50N
High cut ergonomic design for effortless movement, large 

front pocket for excellent storage solutions and hard 

wearing material to aid long life. Suitable for all types of 

watersports use.

• Tough rip stop outer cover 

• Large front pocket with key retainer

• High cut for freedom of movement especially if using a 

trapeze harness

Kasmira 50N
Asymmetric front zip entry and unique hidden waist 

adjustment that eliminates snagging make the Kasmira 

50N the perfect choice for any recreational sailor and 

power boater looking for a waistcoat style buoyancy aid.

• Water resistant zip with hidden pocket

• 3D Shaped super soft foam panels

• Adjustable shoulder straps and waist belt

http://www.crewsaver.com


2220

Sizes  J  Large Child  Large Adult  M  S  XL  

DB60
Still as popular today as it was when it was designed 30 

years ago the DB60 follows a traditional design that is still 

favoured across many of today’s markets. A front zip and 

adjustment waist belt make this buoyancy aid an ideal 

choice for recreational and general watersports use.

• Tough rip stop outer cover

• Supersoft PVC foam for flexibility and comfort

• Junior and Large Child sizes incorporate crotch strap
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2960

Sizes  J    S  M  XL  XXL  

2406

Sizes  J  S/M  M/L  XL  XXL  

Response 70N
Provides the same comfort levels as the Response 50N 

combined with an additional 20N Buoyancy.  Ideal for 

centres and sailing schools.

• Adjustable shoulder straps

• Extra reflective print for safety 

• Crotch straps on junior versions
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MK2 Ski Vest 50N
Specifically designed for skiing, jet skiing, and 

wakeboarding this buoyancy aid comes complete with 

padded side panels for impact resistance providing 

maximum protection.

• Ergonomic cut with layered foam

• Foam side panels for impact protection

• Multiple adjustable buckled belts for secured fit 

2402

Sizes  J  S/M  M/L  XL  XXL  

Response 50N
Suitable for a variety of surface watersports, this 

buoyancy aid is both comfortable and comes with 

multiple adjustment points to ensure a secure fit at all 

times. Ideal for centres and sailing schools.

• Adjustable shoulder straps

• Extra reflective print for safety 

• Crotch straps on junior versions

2403
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2960

Centre 70N
With a highly durable construction and full range of quick-

pull, safe-lock adjustment straps enabling a fast, great fit 

across different body shapes, the Centre Vest is ideal for 

busy watersports centres.

• Outer body made from 500D cordura with 420D nylon lining

• Heavy-duty side zip for ease of donning, secured by a 25mm 

side release buckle

• Child/Junior size fitted with adjustable crotch straps

Child/Junior

Small/Medium

Medium/Large

Extra Large

Extra Extra Large

Colour chart for all Centre sizes

2359

Centre Zip 70N
A front zip allowing easy, jacket-style donning makes this 

buoyancy aid ideal for use in busy watersports centres. 

With a highly durable construction and full range of quick-

pull, safe-lock adjustment straps, it offers a great fit and 

unhindered movement coupled with comfort and security. 

• Outer body made from 500D cordura with 420D nylon lining

• Heavy-duty front zip for ease of donning, secured by a 25mm 

side release buckle

• Child/Junior size fitted with adjustable crotch straps

Child/Junior

Small/Medium

Medium/Large

Extra Large

Extra Extra Large

Colour chart for all Centre sizes

 Product Size Description Code

 Pet Buoyancy Aid XS 24-30cm (9”-12”) 2370-XS

 Pet Buoyancy Aid S 28-35cm (12”-14”) 2370-S

 Pet Buoyancy Aid M 35-45cm (14”-18”) 2370-M

 Pet Buoyancy Aid L 45-55cm (18”-22”) 2370-L

 Pet Buoyancy Aid XL 55-65cm (22”-26”) 2370-XL
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Petfloat
Take care of your pet on board with its own buoyancy aid. 

The Petfloat is suitable for most breeds of dogs and cats.

• Easily adjustable and quick to fit

• Integral handle to safely lift your pet aboard

• Plastic ring to attach to lead 

• Pocket for lead and disposable bags

• Size measured from collar to base of tail

http://www.crewsaver.com


100030
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RESCUE 
AND
SAFETY

Hamble Horseshoe Buoy, 
Bracket & Light Set 
The Hamble Horseshoe buoy, bracket and light set is 
one of the most compact lifebuoy sets on the market 
today.  Constructed from layered EPE foam and tough 
PVC material for durability.  A lithium battery powered light 
with a 5 year life.  Ideal for both yachts and motorboars, 
this is an essential piece of equipment in case of a man 
overboard. 
• Flashing, SOLAS approved LED light
• High visibility yellow
• Super soft foam
• Light operates using a lithium battery with 5 year life

http://www.crewsaver.com


1320-SLING

Crewsaver Rescue Sling
The Crewsaver rescue sling provides a pre-shaped 
design ensuring easy donning so that a casualty can be 
recovered from the water safely and quickly should you 
be in an unexpected man overboard situation.

• Tough PVC outer fabric to aid long life 
• 30-meter high strength line

1320-LIFE

Crewsaver Lifeline
An essential piece of lifesaving 
kit that no boater should leave 
the dock without. Protected 
by a compact, durable and hi-
visibility housing, the 20-metre 
lifeline is constructed from 200D 
nylon to guarantee strength and 
performance even in extreme 
conditions.

Hamble Horseshoe Bracket
Constructed from stainless steel the Hamble Horseshoe 
Bracket combined with the Hamble Horseshoe light 
is the ideal solution for anyone looking to update their 
Crewsaver horseshoe buoy to be suitable for use at night.

• Constructed from stainless steel
• Easy installation

1320-BUOY

900013

900014 1320-STROP
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Throwing Strop
Ensure a fast rescue with just one piece of equipment. 
The throwing strop provides an innovative combination 
of both rescue line and lifting strop.

• Durable PVC outer fabric
• 30 metre high 

strength line

Hamble Horseshoe Light
The Hamble Horsehoe Light uses the latest LED 
technology featuring low current consumption and 
enhanced reliability.  A bright flashing light to help 
enhance visibility should a crew member fall overboard 
during the night.  

• SOLAS Approved 
• Maximum 5 Year life 
• Over 30 metres drop height 
• Lithium battery included 

Horseshoe Buoy
Ideal for both yachts and motorboats, this is an essential 
piece of equipment in case of a man overboard.

• Layered EPE foam for the ultimate in buoyancy
• Tough outer PVC material to ensure longevity
• High visibility yellow
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10086

10085
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Mast Head Float 40L
Designed to give extra confidence to those new to sailing 
or learning new skills, mast head floats can help reduce 
the risk of boats inverting during a capsize.

• Only effective when 
correct buoyancy float 
is fitted - owners are 
responsible

• Not suitable for boats 
without anchoring

Mast Head Float 9L
Designed to give extra confidence to 
those new to sailing or learning new skills, 
mast head floats can help reduce the risk 
of boats inverting during a capsize.

• Only effective when correct buoyancy float 
is fitted - owners are responsible

• Not suitable for boats without anchoring

Please remember: Crewsaver Mast Floats do 
not guarantee to stop a boat inverting and their 
performance can be hindered by the conditions. 
Such conditions include a strong tide, wind, 
swell or incorrect righting procedure.

Buoyancy Bags
Built from the highest quality abrasion resistant PU coated 
nylon with leak-free welded construction, Crewsaver 
buoyancy bags are long lasting and available in sizes to fit 
most dinghies and with 18-193 litres of buoyancy.

• PU coated nylon
• Welded construction
• Long lasting and abrasion resistant
• Bag sizes to fit most dinghy classes
• 18 to 193 litres of buoyancy

Buoyancy Bag Capacity Size Code

Bow Bag Small 45 litres 74x63x23cm (29x25x9”) 10119

Bow Bag Standard 136 litres 91x76x30cm (36x30x12”) 10118

Bow Bag XL 193 litres 107x112x36cm (42x44x14”) 10120

Pillow Shaped Bag 18 litres 61x18cm (24x7”) 10123

Pillow Shaped Bag 27 litres 76x23cm (30x9”) 10124

Pillow Shaped Bag 45 litres 89x28cm (35x11”) 10132

Pillow Shaped Bag 68 litres 91x30cm (36x12”) 10125

Pillow Shaped Bag 35 litres 99x23cm (39x9”) 10126

Pillow Shaped Bag 27 litres 107x18cm (42x7”) 10127

Pillow Shaped Bag 45 litres 122x20cm (48x8”) 10128

Pillow Shaped Bag 90 litres 122x36cm (48x14”) 10129

Pillow Shaped Bag 68 litres 127x25cm (50x10”) 10130

Pillow Shaped Bag 68 litres 147x23cm (58x9”) 10131

Flying 15 125 litres  10133

Optimist 30 litres old boats 10134

Optimist 45 litres new boats (use 10132 above) 10132
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1310-SK

6252 6253 6254

631211302
6311

Sizes  Universal

Sizes  S/M  M/L  
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ErgoFit Safety Knife
The ErgoFit Safety Knife is designed to be safe to carry 
with you at all times on the water, but highly effective 
should you need to cut through ropes in an emergency.

Kontour Helmet
Whether at work or for leisure, when you need head 
protection the Kontour provides a comfortable, 
lightweight solution coupled with the reassurance of its 
CE approval for impact resistance.

• Safety blade for safe stowing
• Ergonomically designed for fast release cut
• Carry pouch included for attachment to lifejacket

• Comfortable foam padding
• Fully adjustable webbing cradle 

to ensure a perfect fit

Torkel Helmet
Perfect for wild conditions and challenging courses, with 
the Torkel helmet protecting your head you have the 
confidence to tackle whatever comes your way.

Crewlift 40 Bosuns Chair
A safe and comfortable bosun’s chair is a prerequisite for 
when a crewman goes up the mast to check the rigging 
or to make essential repairs.

• Complete with an adjustable waist belt and crotch straps for 
a secure fit

• Detachable tool pouch and webbing tool rack to carry 
essentials safely and keep your hands free

http://www.crewsaver.com
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CREWSAVER 
ISO OCEAN 
LIFERAFT
RANGE
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ISO Ocean Liferaft

• A low price solution for 

high manufacturing quality 

and high standards

• Innovative design for 

your safety and ease of 

transportation 

• Approved to ISO 9650-1 

standards 

• Extended three year 

service period

Increased specification improving 

safety & performance. Using our 

skills and expertise in the design 

and manufacture of both liferafts 

and lifejackets, we have created 

the most advanced specification 

ISO Ocean Liferaft yet.

Container Valise

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Key benefits

Features
• High volume of water pockets ensure maximum liferaft 

stability when inflated

• Water Pockets - 

-  4 Man - 2 x 84 litre water pockets 

-  6, 8 & 10 Man - 3 x 84 litre water pockets 

-  12 Man - 5 x 60 litre water pockets

• Simple zip closed canopy door. The canopy is 

manufactured in a tough polyurethane (PU)

• Coated nylon 

• The liferaft has an external strobe light attached to the 

roof of the canopy, to make it easier for search and 

rescue teams to locate at night whilst internally, there is 

an LED light

• A semi-rigid boarding ramp for quick, easy and safe 

boarding, in addition to interior and exterior lifelines, to 

help occupants stabilise themselves in heavy seas 

• Supplied in either a weather proof valise or a sleek, 

lightweight container, which includes side handles, 

ensuring ease of transportation

• Emergency pack options provide rations for under 24 

hour and over 24 hour operations

•  Rainwater catcher on the rear of the canopy

•  Lookout sleeve located on the side of the liferaft canopy

http://www.crewsaver.com


Container Dimensions - ABS Container

Part No.
Liferaft 

Size
Pack Size (mm) Weight (kg)

95065
4

<24 800 570 220 36.1

95060 >24 800 570 250 47.8

95066
6

<24 800 570 250 42.4

95061 >24 800 570 300 57.7

95067 8 <24 800 570 250 47.8

95068 10 <24 800 570 300 54.0

95069 12 <24 800 570 300 57.0

Container Dimensions - GRP Container

95062 8 >24 820 640 310 65.9

95063 10 >24 820 640 350 77.0

95064 12 >24 820 640 350 84.4

Valise Dimensions

Part No.
Liferaft 

Size
Pack Size (mm) Weight (kg)

95074
4

<24 730 520 320 31.1

95070 >24 730 520 320 41.6

95075
6

<24 700 500 380 36.2

95071 >24 790 500 380 51.1

95076
8

<24 790 510 390 41.7

95072 >24 800 510 410 60.9

95077
10

<24 790 500 380 47.4

95073 >24 860 530 460 70.9

95078 12 <24 840 520 450 50.5

Compact Solution
Lightweight and compact, the Crewsaver ISO Ocean 

Liferaft is easy to store and takes up minimal deck space, 

whilst offering complete confidence in an emergency, 

being deployed in less than one minute.

Fabric Technology 
The liferaft has a polyurethane (PU) coating and 

possesses the following attributes:

• Flexibility 

• Long lasting

• Abrasion resistant

• Highly resilient

• Highly durable

• Chemically inert fabric
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Equipment Pack 1 
> 24 hours

Pack 2 
< 24 hours

In Liferaft
In Liferaft or 
in Grab Bag

Portable buoyant bailer easily operable by hand 1 1
Sponge 2 2
Pair of buoyant paddles with handles tied into raft 1 1

 
2 tubes of sunscreen and dressings provided for use 
in wet conditions

1

Whistle 1 1
Waterproof torch with 6 hour duration, separate battery 
and bulb 2 1

Signalling mirror 1 1
Anti-seasickness pills, per person 6 6

per person 1 1

6

2 2

2

Repair kit which enables survivors to repair leaks in any, 

when wet and be capable of being applied during violent 
motion

1 1

Simple and robust air pump, with all necessary 
connections, ready for instant use to enable air to be 1 1

 

Food per person
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See page 48 for sizes See page 48 for sizes

As used for the 2012 

Olympic Games, 

Crewsaver marker buoys 

are excellent quality 

offering great visibility 

and high durability.  
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3810 3811

Cylindrical Buoy
Constructed with durable double skin and inner inflation 

chamber.  Stands up tall to aid visibility on long race 

courses.  

• Hard wearing construction

• Comes with fitted mooring harness

• Standard bright orange for high visibility

Dumpy Buoy
Easy to move around for forever moving race courses.  

Constructed with a durable double skin and inner inflation 

chamber.

• Hard wearing construction

• Comes with fitted mooring harness

• Standard bright orange for high visibility

MARKER 
BUOYS

http://www.crewsaver.com
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10076

Pyramid Buoy
Constructed with a durable double skin and inner inflation 

chamber. The Pyramid buoy offers an alternative to the 

dumpy buoy. 

• Hard wearing construction

• Comes with fitted mooring harness

• Standard bright orange for high visibility

10074

Reinforced Training Mark
This bright orange training mark has a black 

stripe for high visibility and a strong PU 

coated nylon construction strengthened by 

webbing.

• High frequency welded inflator

• Includes flag pole holder and pocket 

for strengthening baton

• Internal ‘sand’ bag for maintaining 

vertical altitude

• Three webbing handles and 

strengthened webbing construction

• Can be packed flat when sand bag 

is empty

10079

Training Mark
This is an easy to use training mark that can be          

quickly and easily laid for a huge variety of  training 

exercises. Easy to inflate by mouth on the 

water, it is twin-skinned for durability and 

comes complete with its own weight bag. 

Perfect for sailing schools and coaches.

• Simple training aid

• Mouth inflation

• Strap for easy recovery

• Inflatable twin skin and weight bag

• Dimensions: 1.9m x 0.3m

Customised 
Marker Buoys
Harness the power of our 

skilled in-house team yourself 

and we’ll create, build and 

brand solutions to perfectly 

meet your own specifications. 

Own branded marker buoys or 

unique colour ways can help 

make your event a unique and 

memorable one.

 Buoy Size Description Code

 Cylindrical 1.22m H1.22m x D0.61m (H4’ x D2’) 3810-4’

 Cylindrical 1.22m H1.52m x D0.76m (H5’ x D2’6”) 3810-5’

 Cylindrical 1.83m H1.83m x D0.76m (H6’ x D2’6”) 3810-6’

 Cylindrical 2.13m H2.13m x D1m (H7’ x D3’3”) 3810-7’

 Cylindrical 2.74m H2.74m x D1.17m (H9’ x D3’10”) 3810-9’

 Dumpy 0.76m H0.76m x D0.76m (H2’6” x D2’6”) 3811-2’6”

 Dumpy 1.52m H1.62m x D1.17m (H6’ x D3’10”) 3811-6’

 Pyramid 1.52m Each edge 1.52m (Each edge 6’) 10076

  Reinforced 1.3m Inflatable single skin 10074 
training mark  1.3m x 0.3m (4’2” x 1’)

  Insert for 1.3m Inflatable twin skin with weight bag 10075 
reinforced  1.9m x 0.3m (6’2’’ x 1’) 
training mark

  Inflatable training 1.9m Inflatable twin skin with weight bag 10079 
mark buoy  1.9m x 0.3m (6’2’’ x 1’)

http://www.crewsaver.com
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McMurdo survival products - a 

world leader in the design and 

manufacture of state-of-the-art 

emergency beacons - including 

EPIRBs and PLBs.
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11060

Code Description Code Description

11061 Manual Bracket 10074 Manual Bracket 

10076 Auto Housing 10075 Auto Housing 
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Fast Find 220
Explore the world with peace of mind. The Fast Find 220 

PLB is a lifesaving distress beacon with integral buoyancy 

pouch, designed for marine enthusiasts and adventurers. 

• Buoyancy pouch

• Neck lanyard

• 6 year battery

G5 Smartfind
The G5 Smartfind Plus GPS is a GMDSS compliant 

distress radio beacon essential for aiding rescuers reach 

survivors within the first 24 hours of an incident at sea.

• Visual indication of GPS acquisition

• Battery status monitor

• 6 year battery storage life

E5 Smartfind EPIRB
The E5 Smartfind EPIRB is a GMDSS compliant distress 

radio beacon essential for aiding rescuers reach survivors 

within the first 24 hours of an incident at sea.

• Unique CARRYSAFE bracket (manual)

• SOLAS approved auto housing

• High brightness LED flashing locator lights

http://www.crewsaver.com


11065

11079

S10 Smartfind
The Smartfind S10 is designed 

to be activated in the event of a 

man overboard situation or other 

personal crew emergency. The unit 

transmits your position and identity 

via GPS back to your vessel, 

enabling a fast rescue.

• Flashing LED indicator light makes 

you easier to spot at night

• 24 hours continuous transmission

• 5 year battery storage life

S5 Smartfind
Stored in a quick release carry off bag, the rugged S5 

Smartfind is buoyant and waterproof to a depth of 10m. 

When activated, the S5 transmits an alert message.

• High visibility and buoyancy

• Shoulder strap to aid 

carrying in emergency 

evacuation

• 96 hours of continuous 

transmission

1108411062
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S20 Smartfind
Designed to be fitted to a lifejacket the S20 Smartfind is 

ready to be activated in the event of a man overboard 

situation. Once activated the unit then transmits your 

position and identity via GPS back to your vessel, 

enabling a fast rescue.

• Automatic deployment when factory fitted into the 

ErgoFit lifejacket. 

• Flashing LED indicator light makes you easier to spot at night

• 24 hours continuous transmission

• 7 year battery storage life

Fastfind MaxG GPS
Personal locator beacon to aid individual rescue at sea. 

Global emergency alert system via COSPAS-SARSAT 

satellites with a typical alert reaching rescue services within 

3 minutes.

• Waterproof to 10 metres and buoyant

• Inbuilt 12 channel GPS

• High accuracy 406 MHz alert transmitter

• 121.5 MHz homing signal
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11073

11081

S4 Rescue SART
Designed to be stored in a liferaft 

or as a carry off device, the rugged 

S4 Rescue SART is buoyant and 

waterproof to a depth of 10m. 

When activated, it detects radar 

signals from other vessels or 

aircrafts and automatically transmits 

a response signal that appears on 

the other vessel’s radar display.

• Suspend in liferaft or mount higher 

using the integrated extending pole

• 96 hours operation 

R5 GMDSS VHF
Portable GMDSS survival craft 

handheld VHF radio that can 

also be used for general onboard 

communication. Powerful 

and user-friendly, it has been 

specifically developed for the harsh 

environment at sea.

• 6 year battery storage life

11063

1106411072

11078
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Accessories 
Grab Bag
Designed for holding emergency equipment, the Grab 

Bag is waterproof, buoyant and perfect for marine or 

aviation use.

• Highly visible

• Buoyant

• Waterproof

Grab Bag XL
Designed for holding emergency 

equipment, the Grab Bag XL is a 

sizeable waterproof, buoyant bag 

which is perfect for marine use.

• Highly visible

• Buoyant

• Waterproof

HRU Replacement Kit
Replacement hydrostatic release unit to fit the 

following EPIRB’s.

• E4

• G4

• Precision

• Rescue

• E5

• G5

• RT260M

• McM406A

Spare parts
Smartfind Auto 
Float Free Housing
Supplied with a float-free housing, the Smartfind E5 

EPIRB automatically deploys and activates the EPIRB if 

the boat is sinking.

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Our complete dinghy range includes 

buoyancy aids, drysuits, spray tops, 

control tops, boots, gloves, rash 

vests, wetsuits, hiking systems, 

thermal control and headwear.

54

DINGHY 
RANGE
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6901 6902

Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL

6923

Sizes  J5  S  M  L  XL  XXL
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Spray Top
Manufactured from 2.5 layer highly durable material, the 

lightweight top is waterproof and extremely breathable, 

protecting you against wind chill, spray and rain.

• PU lined cuffs and neoprene waist with twin adjustment 

• Neck gusset for ease of donning and venting

• Secure chest pocket with drain holes

Race Top
The Phase2 Race Top takes breathable waterproofing 

to a new level for dinghy sailors who expect the highest 

standards from their kit.

• Foldable collar for optional face coverage 

• Waterproof and breathable windstopper fabric 

• PU lined cuffs and neoprene waist with twin adjustment

Drysuit
When you want to remain dry, warm and comfortable on 

the water, the Phase2 drysuit is the dinghy sailors’ choice. 

It is fully breathable with an easy-entry, across-the-front 

dry zip and reinforcement where you need it on the seat 

and knees.

• 100% waterproof extremely 

breathable fabric with taped 

seams 

• Front curve dry zip 

• Glideskin neoprene neck and 

cuff seals for comfort 

Fleece

Dry bag
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6912

Sizes  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL

Neo Shorts
Perfect to wear on their own during summer or to add 

extra warmth to your hikers or a full wetsuit, these 3mm 

neoprene shorts are a durable and lightweight choice for 

any dinghy sailor.

• 3mm neoprene flatlocked construction with shaping 

• Reinforced seat

6910 6911

Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL
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Rash Vest – Long Sleeve
Wear on its own for UV50+ sun protection, under a 

wetsuit or longjohn or over the top of a buoyancy aid and/

or harness for a snag-free body profile.

Rash Vest – Short Sleeve
Wear on its own for UV50+ sun protection, under a 

wetsuit or longjohn or over the top of a buoyancy aid and/

or harness for a snag-free body profile.

• UV 50+ sun protection

• Flatlock seams

• Can be worn as an overtop

• UV 50+ sun protection 

• Flatlock seams 

• Can be worn as an overtop

http://www.crewsaver.com


Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL
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6903 6904

0.7mm Longjohn
Designed use by the serious dinghy sailor in warmer 

conditions, the Phase2 0.7mm Longjohn is super-

lightweight and durable.

3mm Longjohn
Designed with the committed dinghy sailor in mind, 

the Phase2 3mm Longjohn is lightweight and durable. 

Constructed from high-stretch 3mm neoprene, its 

micro fleece lining will keep you warm, comfortable and 

concentrating on performing to your best.
• Shoulder Velcro entry 

• Thermal lining on core body panels 

• Can be used with Phase2 hiking pads • Thermal lining on core body panels 

• Reinforced knees and seat 

• Can be used with Phase2 hiking pads

http://www.crewsaver.com
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6907 6906

Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL
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Control Top
Add the Phase2 Control Top to your dinghy sailing 

wardrobe for supreme flexibility in your clothing 

choices. Constructed from LX7K fabric, this breathable, 

quick-drying thermal top also gives you all the benefits 

of neoprene.

Polypro Top
A great layering option for dinghy racers throughout the 

seasons, this polypropylene top is lightweight, durable and 

fast-wicking. It features a seamless underarm construction 

for unrestricted movement and greater comfort.

• Breathable and waterproof 

• Flat locked seams to prevent chaffing

• Lightweight and durable polypropylene construction 

• Breathable fast-wicking fabric for comfort 

• Flatlocked seams to prevent chaffing 

6900

Sizes  J   S/M   M/L   XL  XXL

Phase2 50N
Designed specifically to meet modern dinghy sailors’ 

most stringent requirements, the Phase2 50N is an 

exceptionally comfortable solution. Side zip entry, 3D 

shaped super soft foam, and neoprene side panels 

provide top of the range comfort solutions.

• Neoprene side panels 

• 3D shaped supersoft foam with low profile waist cut out for 

excellent fit 

• Large front pocket with mesh drain point 

• Adjustable waist belt with concealable webbing and buckles 
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6908

Sizes  Child  Adult Sizes  CH  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL

Pro Hiking Pads
Train and race harder with these uniquely designed hiking 

pads taking away the strain. Wrap the outers around your 

leg and then add up to 3 of the sculpted pads to create 

your desired level of comfort and fit. 

• Flexible back panel for freedom of 

movement and comfort 

• 3 ergonomically cut pads per leg - 

build your own comfort level and fit 

• Wrap-around fit with unique 

flexibility to ensure a tailored fit and 

complete comfort 

6906

Hiking Shorts
Hike harder and for longer by combining the Phase2 

hiking pads with these hiking shorts. At three-quarter leg 

length with a low-cut body and manufactured from 3mm 

and 0.7mm neoprene they are warm and flexible.

• Adjustable shoulder straps 

• Use with Phase2 hiking pads

Pad selection

Batton

5mm foam

5mm foam
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6929

6928

6927

Sizes  J4  J5  XS  S  M  L  XL  XXL

Sizes  J4  J5  XS  S  M  L  XL  XXL

Sizes  J4  J5  XS  S  M  L  XL  XXL
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Tri-Season Glove
Complete 3mm neoprene construction to help keep you 

warm on colder days complete with the grip and comfort 

you need when on the water in tough conditions or for 

long periods. 

• Printed amara protection on the palm, fingers & thumb

• Amara knuckle panel for protection and durability

• Palm reinforcement for protection against rope burn

Three Finger Glove
Three fingered for complete warmth and protection these 

gloves provide you with the grip and comfort you need 

when on the water in tough conditions or for long periods.

• Neoprene wrist for 

comfort

• Printed amara on fingers 

and palm for grip and 

long life

• Knuckle panel for 

protection and durability

Short Finger Glove
Designed for dinghy racers of all levels, these gloves 

provide you with the grip and comfort you need when on 

the water in tough conditions or for long periods.

• Neoprene wrist for comfort

• Printed amara on fingers and 

palm for grip and long life

• Knuckle panel for protection 

and durability

http://www.crewsaver.com


6918

6913

6914

Sizes  J  S/M  L/XL

Sizes  4 - 14

Sizes  1 - 14
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Trapeze Harness
The Phase2 Trapeze Harness has been carefully designed 

with shaping for your back, adjustable shoulder straps, 

a fully adjustable waist, a high-strength closure and a 

lightweight construction, making it perfect to support you 

through every movement.

Boot
When you’re racing or training, hiking or trapezing, you’ll 

want footwear that gives you support, grip, flexibility and 

a secure foothold around the boat. The Phase2 Boot 

gives you all that plus the warmth of 5mm neoprene.

• High strength Velcro closure 

• Fully supportive harness with shaping in back 

• Adjustable shoulder strap 

• Lightweight construction for less bulk

• Front entry with Velcro fastening ensures bespoke fit 

• Heel, arch and toe support 

• Reinforced front hiking support 

Zip Boot
If you prefer the additional foot protection and stability 

afforded by a more substantial zip-up boot over a slipper 

style boot, this Phase2 design is the ultimate sailing boot 

for you.

• 5mm neoprene construction 

for warmth and durability 

• Side zip with neoprene 

gusset for easy donning 

• Reinforced hiking and heel 

area protection
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6920

Size  75 litre

Wet/Dry Bag
Smart, roomy and most importantly with well separated 

wet and dry compartments, the Phase2 Wet/Dry Bag is 

the ideal dinghy racers’ kit bag.

• Removable shoulder strap 

• Heavy duty polyester construction 

• Full wet and dry main compartments 

• Neoprene padded carry  handle 

6909

6921 6922

Sizes  S  M  L

Size  Universal Size  J  S/M  M/L
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Knee Pad
You won’t notice you’ve got these comfortable and 

flexible moulded neoprene pads on, but you’ll thank 

yourself for bothering every time your knee lands heavily 

on a fitting or a thwart or a kick bar – or even the trolley 

when you’re launching.

• Ergonomic cut 

• Flexible back panel for freedom 

of movement and comfort 

• Reinforced heat moulded knee 

panel for durability 

Neck Gaiter
A neck gaiter is ideal to add warmth and comfort when 

the temperature starts to drop. Use it around your neck 

or pull it right up over your face to 

really beat the wind chill.

• Constructed from LX7K 

fabric for warmth 

• Laser-cut breath holes 

• Flatlocked construction for 

strength

Balaclava
Keep your head in the 

coldest winter conditions 

and sail with confidence.

• Constructed from LX7K 

fabric for warmth 

• Flatlocked construction for 

strength 

• Ergonomically shaped fit 

that allows movement 
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6515 6565 6832

Sizes  S M L XL XXL Sizes  J2  J3  J4  J5 Sizes  J2  J3  J4  J5  S M L XL XXL
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Cirrus Dinghy Drysuit
When you want to remain dry, warm and comfortable 

on the water, the Cirrus drysuit is the high performance 

choice. Suitable for all types of inshore watersports 

including sailing and motor boating.  

Razor Junior Drysuit
The Junior Razor drysuit capitalises on our long history of 

drysuit design and production. Designed specifically for 

junior sizes, it offers the same benefits as all other drysuits 

within our range. 

• Fully breathable fabric with taped seams

• Reinforced knees and abrasion resistant seat for durability

• Glideskin neoprene neck and cuff seals for comfort

• One-piece fleece and drybag included

• Extremely breathable fabric with taped seams

• Reinforced knees and abrasion resistant seat for durability

• Glideskin neoprene neck and cuff seals for comfort

• One-piece fleece and drybag included

Stratum Fleece
This high-wicking, quick drying thermal fleece will keep 

you warm on those colder days afloat.

• High wicking, quick drying thermal material

• Thumb loops and ankle stirrups for easy drysuit donning

http://www.crewsaver.com


Sizes  CH  J  S M L XL

Sizes  J  S  M  L  X  XX

Code Description

33986 Large

33984 Small

33985 Medium

6709

6570
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Path High Chest Trousers
Developed to really suit the needs 

of dinghy and keelboat sailors, 

these breathable waterproof chest 

highs have fully taped seams and 

extra reinforcement around the 

seat and knees.

Deep Knee Pads
Keep your knees shielded from impacts with these 

specially moulded neoprene knee pads. With plenty of 

protection from knocks and bangs, they are built to last 

whatever your activity.

• Highly breathable construction

• Taped seams

• Reinforced knees and seat

• Soft yet highly durable

• Ergonomic cut 

• Breathable and flexible back 

panel for freedom of movement 

and comfort

One Piece Spray Suit
Designed for recreational watersports use the One Piece 

Spray Suit is the ideal choice for anyone looking for a 

lightweight entry-level suit.

• Lightweight, durable fabric

• Reinforced wear areas

http://www.crewsaver.com


Sizes  CH  J  S M L XL XXL Sizes  CH  J  S M L XL XXL Sizes  Ladies 8  10  12  14  16

6676 5720 57226677
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Spark Spray Top
Ideal for all recreational watersports, the Spark Spray Top 

offers lightweight protection from wind and spray. 

• PU coated un-taped spray top

• Adjustable cuffs and elasticated waist

• Reflective Crewsaver print

Toki Long Sleeve Top
Choose these lightweight, quick drying thermal base 

layers for welcome added warmth in cold weather. 

Toki Long Sleeve Top Ladies
Tailored to offer a perfect fit for sportswomen, these 

lightweight, quick drying thermal base layers provide 

welcome added warmth in cold weather. 

• Quick drying thermal fabric

• Breathable fast-wicking fabric for comfort

• Seamless underarm for freedom of movement

• Quick drying thermal fabric

• Breathable fast-wicking fabric for comfort

• Seamless underarm for freedom of movement
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Sizes  J  S/M  M/L  XL  

Sizes  J  S/M  M/L  Sizes  Child  J  S  M  L  XL  XXL  Sizes  8  10  12  14  16

5721 5723 2348

2934 2933
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Toki Leggings
Choose these lightweight, quick drying thermal base 

layers for welcome added warmth in cold weather.

Toki Leggings Ladies
Tailored to offer a perfect fit for sportswomen, these 

lightweight, quick drying thermal base layers provide 

welcome added warmth in cold weather.
• Quick drying thermal fabric

• Breathable fast-wicking fabric for comfort

• Flatlocked seams to prevent chaffing
• Quick drying thermal fabric

• Breathable fast-wicking fabric for comfort

• Flatlocked seams to prevent chaffing

Kite 50N Ladies
High cut ergonomic design for effortless movement, large 

front pocket for excellent storage solutions and hard 

wearing material to aid long life.  Suitable for all types of 

watersports use.

• 3D Ladies shaped 

Supersoft foam panels

• Large front pocket with 

mesh drain point

• Fully concealed, snug free 

buckles and webbing

Kite 50N
Slim line side zip entry and trapeze harness cut out make 

the Kite 50N buoyancy aid the first choice for dinghy 

racers everywhere.  Waist adjuster is easily hidden inside 

the front cover to avoid snagging.

• 3D shaped Supersoft 

foam panels

• Large front pocket 

with mesh drain point

• Adjustable side, 

shoulder straps and 

waist belt

http://www.crewsaver.com


6918

Sizes  J  S/M  L/XLSizes  J  S/M  M/L  XL

Trapeze Harness
The Phase2 Trapeze Harness has been carefully designed 

with shaping for your back, adjustable shoulder straps, 

a fully adjustable waist, a high-strength closure and a 

lightweight construction, making it perfect to support you 

through every movement.

• High strength Velcro closure 

• Fully supportive harness with shaping in back 

• Adjustable shoulder strap 

• Lightweight construction for less bulk

3110
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Plasma QR 
Trapeze Harness
Many sailors are now opting for the reassurance provided 

by a harness with a built-in quick release hook. 

• Versatile harness

• Adjustable lumbar support

• Spreader bar

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Dry towel
They pack up small but are big on the softness and 

comfort that’s great to wrap yourself in after a gruelling 

day out on the water.

• Great space saver 

• Soft, comfortable, quick drying fabric  

• Absorbs up to 4 times its own weight in water 

Cyclone Hood
Manufactured from glued and blind stitched 2mm 

neoprene, and lined for comfort with polypropylene, you’ll 

find you retain all-over body heat far more effectively. 

• Glued and blind stitched 

construction

• Ergonomic 3D shaped 

design

• Fine mesh outer panels 

for additional warmth

http://www.crewsaver.com


Sizes  S  M  L  XL  XS  XXL
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6235

Cyclone Plus Gloves
Perfect for a multitude of winter water activities, 

these 3mm neoprene gloves will take the sting out 

of the conditions leaving you with warm hands that 

work effectively. The palms give you great grip while 

the polypropylene lining keeps you extra warm and 

comfortable.

• 3mm Neoprene construction

• Glued, blind stitched and liquid seamed

• Printed rubber pattern on palm for high grip

• Red polypropylene inner for warmth and comfort

http://www.crewsaver.com
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6324 6323 6322

Deck Hand Pro Gloves
The Deck Hand Pro Gloves are short fingered for ultimate 

dexterity, whilst protecting your hands with Amara 

reinforcing across the knuckles, palm and digits.

Summer Sailing Glove 
- Short Finger
Suitable for all disciplines throughout the summer 

months, these short finger gloves are reinforced with 

Amara for durability and retain great flexibility thanks to 

the Spandex upper.

Summer Sailing Glove 
- Three Finger
Suitable for all disciplines throughout the summer 

months, these three finger gloves are reinforced with 

Amara for durability and retain great flexibility thanks to 

the Spandex upper.

• Neoprene wrist for comfort

• Amara knuckle panel for strength and durability

• Amara reinforced forefinger and finger

• Double Amara palm, finger and thumb protection
• Neoprene wrist for comfort

• Spandex upper for increased movement

• Amara knuckle panel for strength and durability

• Amara reinforced forefinger and finger

• Double Amara palm, finger and thumb protection

• Neoprene wrist for comfort

• Amara knuckle panel for strength and durability

• Double Amara palm, finger and thumb protection

http://www.crewsaver.com


*Childrens size

4572

4505

Sizes  10-11*  12*  13*  1-2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13

Sizes  1  -  11

72

Granite Shoe
With a 3mm neoprene construction, the Granite Shoe is a 

warm slipper suited to all types of watersports.

• 3mm Neoprene construction for warmth

• Velcro front entry for easy donning

• Moulded high grip sole

Aplite Shoe
The Aplite is a superb neoprene beach shoe with a 

moulded high-grip sole for comfort and foot protection. 

With the drawstring at the ankle providing a secure fit, 

you’ll feel nimble both on and off the water.

• 2.5mm Neoprene construction

• Drawstring ankle adjustment

• Moulded high grip sole

Crewsaver leisure range  www.crewsaver.com  +44 (0) 1329 820 000
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4561

6359

Sizes  4  -  11

Sizes  4  -  11
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Basalt Boot
Manufactured from highly 

flexible materials with 

super-grip rubber soles, 

the Basalt Boot supports 

your ankles and protects 

your feet while providing all 

the grip and feel you need 

on the water.

• 3mm Neoprene 

construction with 1mm 

Neoprene gusset

• Velcro front entry for 

easy donning

• Reinforced hiking and 

heel area protection

Slate Sock
Ideal for light use on their own or as an additional 

insulation layer in your existing boots, these neoprene 

pre-shaped socks provide warmth, comfort and grip.

• Glued and blind stitched Neoprene construction

• 3D shaped for maximum comfort

• Anti-slip printed sole for grip

• Moulded high grip sole

http://www.crewsaver.com


CLOTHING 
& LUGGAGE
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Sizes  S  M  L  XL  XXLSizes  S  M  L  XL  XXLSizes  S  M  L  XL  XXL
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6102

ErgoFit Salopettes
Suiting the coastal sailor, the ErgoFit Salopettes show 

great attention to detail in their design and construction. 

The adjustable shoulders are comfortable and secure, 

the waist and back trim in to fit your shape and there is 

plenty of reinforcement in the high-wear zones such as 

the knees and seat.

• Reinforced knees and seat area for long product life

• Pocket on left leg for waterproof items

• Long front zip means no need for relief zip

• Velcro ankle closure for an adjustment fit

6100

ErgoFit Smock
Coastal sailors and motor boaters who prefer a smock 

style top rather than a jacket will appreciate the attention 

to detail given to the design and construction of the 

ErgoFit Smock.

• Constructed from nylon with reinforced elbow panels

• High neck for maximum protection against the elements

• Articulated arms for sports fit

• Two large front pockets and one pocket on left arm

6101

ErgoFit Jacket
Perfect for coastal sailing, motorboating, coaching and 

instructing, the ErgoFit Jacket is designed to a high 

specification with articulated arms, reinforced elbows and 

an off-centre zip to avoid chaffing your chin.

• Articulated arms for a sports fit

• Two large front pockets and one pocket on the left arm

• Adjustable hem and Velcro cuffs for secure fit

http://www.crewsaver.com


Sizes  3  4  5  6  61/2  7  8  9  10  101/2  11  12
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4020

Short Boot
An excellent boot for use in all types of marine 

environments, the Short Boot works perfectly with 

waterproof trousers while the razor-cut grip keeps you 

surefooted no matter how wet the deck.

• Broad foot design for easy donning and removal

• Natural rubber construction for durability

• Dry Line inner for warmth and comfort

Sizes  3  4  5  6  61/2  7  8  9  10  101/2  11

4010

Long Boot
An excellent boot for use in all types of marine 

environments, these Long Boots feature a 

drawstring and gusset at the top, helping to 

keep your feet and lower legs dry.

• Drawstring and gusset topped long sailing boot

• Broad foot design for easy donning and removal

• Rubber construction for durability

• Dry Line inner for warmth and comfort

http://www.crewsaver.com
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6233

6228

Size  5  10  20  40  55  80  100  litre

Size  55  75 100  litre

Bute Drybag
A tough, multi-purpose dry bag ideal for carrying surface 

watersport gear. The semi-opaque panel that runs the length 

of each bag makes it easy to find what you’re looking for.

Crew Holdall
Crew Holdall provides shore to boat practicality making it 

the first choice for sailors and motor boaters everywhere.

• Abrasion resistant with heavy duty wrap around base

• Semi opaque rip-stop panel for easy location of contents

• Roll top to keep contents dry

• Heavy-duty construction with reinforced base

• Carry handle and shoulder strap

• Internal slip pockets 

with dry pocket

6233

Size  80  100  litre

Bute Portage Drybag
The Bute Portage bags include comfortable and 

adjustable dual shoulder straps so you can easily carry 

your kit on your back.

• Dual shoulder straps with height adjustment

• Removable adjustable chest strap

• Roll top to keep contents dry

6920

Size  75 litre

Wet/Dry bag
Smart, roomy and most importantly with well separated 

wet and dry compartments, the Phase2 Wet/Dry Bag is 

the ideal dinghy racers’ kit bag.

• Removable shoulder strap 

• Heavy duty polyester construction 

• Full wet and dry main compartments 

• Neoprene padded carry  handle 

http://www.crewsaver.com


Specifically designed for sailing 

school and activity centre use, this 

range combines both durability 

and quality. Unique colour coding 

and all season availability, adds 

a reassuring and professional 

dimension to your operations. 
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CENTRE 
RANGE
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Child

Junior

Small

Medium

Large

Colour chart for all Centre sizes

Extra Large
Sizes  CH  J  LC  L  M  S  XL  XS  XXLSizes  CH  J  LC  L  M  S  XL  XS  XXL

59075908

Centre Long John Wetsuit
Keep your clients warm, comfortable and enjoying every 

moment of their time afloat with the durable 3.5mm 

neoprene Centre Long John Wetsuit.

Centre One Piece Wetsuit
Keep your clients warm, comfortable and enjoying every 

moment of their time afloat with the durable 3.5mm 

neoprene Centre One Piece Wetsuit. 

• 3.5mm Neoprene construction

• Front zip entry for adult sizes

• Adjustable shoulder strap and ankle for child and junior sizes

• 3.5mm Neoprene Construction

• Back zip for all sizes

• Adjustable ankles for child and junior sizes

6617

Centre Smock Top
Constructed to be as durable as it is comfortable and 

practical, the Centre Smock Top covers all bases with 

reinforced elbows, strengthening on the stress points, 

over locked edges, taped seams, a pull-tight hood and 

hand-warmer pocket. 

• Drawstring and cordlock on hem

• Bartacked stress points for strength

• All raw edges over locked for durability

• Reinforced hanging loop

Colour coding makes it easy for everyone to pick out the right size, 

speeding up the kit selection process.

Colour coding makes it easy for everyone to pick out the right size, 

speeding up the kit selection process.

http://www.crewsaver.com
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Child

Junior

Small

Medium

Large

Colour chart for all Centre sizes

Child

Junior

Small

Medium

Large

Colour chart for all Centre sizes

Extra Large Extra Large

2960

Centre 70N
With a highly durable construction and full range of quick-

pull, safe-lock adjustment straps enabling a fast, great fit 

across different body shapes, the Centre Vest is ideal for 

busy watersports centres.

• Outer body made from 500D cordura with 420D nylon lining

• Heavy-duty side zip for ease of donning, secured by a 25mm 

side release buckle

• Child/Junior size fitted with adjustable crotch straps

Child/Junior

Small/Medium

Medium/Large

Extra Large

Extra Extra Large

Colour chart for all Centre sizes

6618 6619

Centre Spray Top
Constructed to be as durable as it is comfortable and 

practical, the Centre Spray Top covers all bases with 

reinforced elbows, over locked edges, comfortable 

neoprene collar with vent, double-lined neoprene cuffs for 

durability and a wide elastic hem. 

Centre Trousers
Constructed to be as durable as they are comfortable 

and practical, the Centre Trousers cover all bases with 

extra reinforcement on the seat and knees, durable and 

adjustable braces plus adjustable ankles.

• Double lined neoprene cuffs for comfort and durability

• All raw edges over locked for durability

• Reinforced hanging loop

• Durable adjustable braces in 40mm polypropylene webbing

• Adjustable ankles using 50mm wide Velcro fastening

• Reinforced hanging loop

http://www.crewsaver.com
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2359

Centre Zip 70N
A front zip allowing easy, jacket-style donning makes this 

buoyancy aid ideal for use in busy watersports centres. 

With a highly durable construction and full range of quick-

pull, safe-lock adjustment straps, it offers a great fit and 

unhindered movement coupled with comfort and security. 

• Outer body made from 500D cordura with 420D nylon lining

• Heavy-duty front zip for ease of donning, secured by a 25mm 

side release buckle

• Child/Junior size fitted with adjustable crotch straps

Child/Junior

Small/Medium

Medium/Large

Extra Large

Extra Extra Large

Colour chart for all Centre sizes

http://www.crewsaver.com
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DRYSUITS & CLOTHING

Junior Chest Waist Inside Leg Height

J2 (age5-6) 61cm (24”) 58cm (23”) 53cm (21”) 116cm (45”)

J3 (age 7-8) 67cm (26”) 61cm (24”) 58cm (23”) 128cm (50”)

J4 (age 9-10) 73cm (29”) 64cm (25”) 64cm (25”) 140cm (55”)

J5 (age 11-12) 79cm (31”) 66cm (26”) 70cm (27”) 152cm (59”)

Adult Chest Waist Inside Leg Height

Child 73-81cm (29-32”) 61-66cm (24-26”) 61cm (24”) 142-152cm (4’8”-5’)

Junior 81-89cmm (32-35”) 66-71cm (26-28”) 68cm (27”) 152-163cm (5’-5’4”)

Small 89-97cm (35-38”) 71-79cm (28-31”) 74cm (29”) 163-170cm (5’4”-5’7”)

Medium 97-104cm (38-41”) 79-86cm (31-34”) 79cm (31”) 107-178cm (5’7”-5’10”)

Large 104-112cm (41-44”) 86-94cm (34-37”) 84cm (32”) 178-185cm (5’10”-6’1”)

Extra Large 112-119cm (44-47”) 94-102cm (37-40”) 89cm (33”) 185-191cm (6’1”-6’3”)

Extra Extra Large 119-127cm (47-50”) 102-108cm (40-43”) 89cm (33”) 185-191cm (6’1”-6’3”)

Ladies Bust Waist Inside Leg Height

8/10 81-91cm (32-36”) 61-71cm (24-28”) - 155-168cm (5’1”-5’6”)

12/14 91-101cm (36-40”) 71-81cm (28-32”) - 168-180cm (5’6”-5’10”)

16/18 101-111cm (40-44”) 81-91cm (32-36”) - 180-186cm (5’10”-6’)

CENTRE RANGE

Size Chest Waist Inside Leg Height

Child 64-71cm (25-28”) 56-61cm (22-24”) 61cm (24”) 128-140cm (4’2”-4’6”)

Large Child 71-76cm (28-30”) 61-66cm (24-26”) 66cm (26”) 140-147cm (4’6”-4’10”)

Junior 76-84cm (30-33”) 66-68.5cm (26-27”) 68cm (27”) 147-157cm (4’10”-5’2”)

Small 89-97cm (35-38”) 71-79cm (28-31”) 76cm (30”) 165-170cm (5’5”-5’7”)

MedMedium 97-104cm (38-41”) 79-86cm (31-34”) 79cm (31”) 170-178cm (5’7”-5’10”)

LarLarLargegege 104-112cm (41-44”) 89-94cm (34-37”) 81cm (32”) 178-185cm (5’10”-6’1”)

Extra Large 112-119cm (44-47”) 94-102cm (37-40”) 84cm (33”) 185-191cm (6’1”-6’3”)

ExtExx raraa Extra Large 119-127cm (47-50”) 102-109cm (40-43”) 86.5cm (34”) 108-195cm (6’2”-6’4”)

GLOVES

UK Size Hand Length Hand Width

Junior 4 15cm 8.5cm

Junior 5 16cm 9cm

Extra Small 16.5cm 9.5cm

Small 17cm 10cm

Medium 17.5cm 10.5cm

Large 18.5cnm 11.5cm

Extra Large 19.5cm 12cm

Extra Extra Large 20cm 12.5cm

Sizing Information

http://www.crewsaver.com
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BUOYANCY AIDS

50N Buoyancy Aid Body Weight (> greater than; < less than) Chest Minimum Buoyancy

Junior > 30-40kg (66-88lbs) 76-86cm (30-34”) 35N (7.8lbs)

Small/Medium > 40-70kg (88-154lbs) 86-107cm (34-42”) 45N (10.0lbs)

Medium/Large >70kg (154lbs) 107-117cm (42-46”) 50N (11.0lbs)

Extra Large >70kg (154lbs) 117-127cm (46-50”) 50N (11.0lbs)

Extra Extra Large >70kg (154lbs) 127-137cm (50-54”) 50N (11.0lbs)

DB60 Buoyancy Aid Body Weight (> greater than; < less than) Chest Minimum Buoyancy

Child Large 20-30kg (44-66lbs) 66-76cm (26-30”) 30N (6.7lbs)

Junior 30-40kg (66-88lbs) 76-86cm (30-34”) 40N (9.0lbs)

Adult Small > 40kg (88lbs) 86-96cm (34-38”) 50N (11.0lbs)

Adult Medium > 40kg (88lbs) 96-106cm (38-42”) 54N (12.1lbs)

Adult Large > 40kg (88lbs) 106-116cm (42-46”) 60N (13.5lbs)

Extra Large > 40kg (88lbs) 116-127cm (46-50”) 60N (13.5lbs)

MK2 Ski Vest Buoyancy Aid Body Weight (> greater than; < less than) Chest Minimum Buoyancy

Adult Small 40-60kg (88-132lbs) 76-86cm (30-34”) 45N (10.0lbs)

Adult Medium 60-70kg (132-154lbs) 86-99cm (34-39”) 60N (13.5lbs)

Adult Large >70kg (154lbs) 99-112cm (39-44”) 70N (15.7lbs)

Extra Large >70kg (154lbs) 112-127cm (44-50”) 70N (15.7lbs)

FOOTWEAR

Footwear C1 C2 J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL

Euro 30-31 31-32 33 34 35 36 37–38 39 40–41 42 43–44 45–46 47–48 49 50

UK 12* 13* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

Aplite C1 C2 J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL

Euro 28-29 30-31 31-32 33-34 35 36 37–38 39 40–41 42 43 44-45 46 47 48

UK 10-0 11* 12* 13* 1-2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 122 1313

Sailing Boototss 

Euro 25 26 27/28 29 30-31 32 33 34 35/36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46

UK 8* 9* 10* 11* 12* 13* 1 2 3 4 5 6 6.5 7 8 9 10 10.5 11

*Childrens size 0% VAT
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BS EN ISO12402–?
Approved to the latest British and European standard.

GLIDESKIN NEOPRENE NECK & CUFF SEALS
Non irritant, high stretch for ease of donning and 
extreme water resistance.

BUOYANCY CATEGORY
The level of buoyancy that defines each product and the 
environment they are suitable for.

CYLINDER SIZE
The size of CO2 cylinder used to inflate the lifejacket.

SPRAYHOOD
Fits over the wearer’s head to reduce the amount of spray 
being inhaled.

LIGHT
SOLAS approved lifejacket light.

INFLATION MECHANISM OPTIONS
(M) Manual, (A) Automatic, (H) Hammar.

EN 396
Approved to British Standards.

FRONT ZIP
Quick, easy & secure closure.

ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
Various adjusters to guarantee a bespoke fit and extreme 
comfort.

SUPERSOFT FOAM
Soft 3D foam shaped to your body for extreme comfort.

NYLON
Durable, lightweight and water resistant fabric.

RIPSTOP
Hard–wearing, anti–tear fabric.

NEOPRENE
Extremely versatile synthetic rubber, highly flexible 
and insulating.

Design and Fabric Technology

TX20K
A highly durable 3 layer fabric for extreme waterproof 
protection. Delivers the ultimate in performance and comfort.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Pre–shaped for increased flexibility and freedom 
of movement.

EXTREME BREATHABILITY
Body water vapour is allowed to escape for greater 
comfort.

TAPED SEAMS
Added strength and water resistance.

HIGH WICKING
Moisture is efficiently absorbed away from the body for 
additional comfort.

CURVED ZIP
The front zip curves around the body for freedom of 
movement when sailing.

PU COATED NYLON
Lightweight yet durable water resistant fabric.

MICROFLEECE LINED
Additional comfort and warmth.

THERMA CONTROL
Range of layers that create endless combinations for 
any weather conditions.

100% WATERPROOF
Fully waterproof fabric with taped seams.

ARTICULATED ELBOWS
Pre–shaped arms for increased freedom of movement.

REINFORCED WEAR AREAS
Provides additional strengthening.

POLYPROPYLENE
Lightweight yet durable soft feel fabric.

MUSCLE SUPPORT
Close fitting against the body for extra hold.

FLATLOCKED SEAMS
Added comfort against the skin.

ADJUSTABLE SHOULDERS
Offer increased comfort, flexibility and an excellent fit.

USE WITH HIKING PADS
Compatible with Crewsaver hiking pads.

NYLON/SPANDEX
Highly stretch fabric for extreme freedom of movement.

AMARA
Hard wearing reinforcement for high wear points.

REFLECTIVE PRINT
Retro–reflective print for added visibility.

DX10K
Lightweight 2 layer fabric comprising a tough waterproof 
and windproof outer and a breathable layer with 
additional print lining for increased durability and 
protection: MVP: 3,000/g/m2/24hrs; WP: 5,000mm.
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SUN PROTECTION
Sun protection factor of UV50+.
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Survitec House  Lederle Lane

Gosport  Hampshire  PO13 0FZ

Tel: +44 (0) 1329 820000

Fax: +44 (0) 1329 236218 

email: crewsaver.sales@survitecgroup.com 
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